WHAT’S NEXT

Your experience as a Saga Fellow will prepare you for wherever life takes you, whether it’s graduate or professional school, teaching, or careers in countless other fields.
I knew that I wanted to do service work and take a gap year before medical school. I come from the same background as many of my students, and I know the only reason I am where I am today, is because of education and the people who took the time and effort to invest in me and my success.”

- Mark Cort, NYU medical student

Modifying Saga lessons to meet my students’ needs and creating activities to extend student understanding was one of my favorite parts of my time as a Fellow and I was really excited when a full time role as a Curriculum Writer came up with the organization. It’s exciting to be able to bring my creativity and experiences as a Saga Fellow to make curriculum and activities engaging for Fellows and students alike!”

- Lo Rivas, Beloit College

WHO WE ARE
Improving the academic outcomes of historically underserved students is one of our nation’s most urgent challenges. So at Saga Education, we fight educational inequity through the power of supportive relationships. We partner with public schools, offering trained Tutoring Fellows for students who are falling behind.

Inside each of us lives a story waiting to unfold. See a new one. For our future, and for yours.

Apply online at SagaEducation.org
Saga Education supports students in Chicago, New York City, and Washington DC.
Got questions? Connect directly with a Saga team member or alumni
recruitment@sagaeducation.org